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While the levitating mirror has seen renewed interest lately, relatively little is known about its
quantum behaviour. In this paper we present a quantum theory of a one dimensional levitating
mirror. The mirror forms a part of a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity where the circulating intracavity field
supports the mirror through radiation pressure alone. We find a blue and red detuned steady-state
of which only the blue detuned solution with damping on the mirror and cavity is stable. We find
strong entanglement (15-20 ebits) between the mirror output and cavity output and squeezing in
the mirror position.
Levitation by light is an accessible stage where we
can see the push and pull between gravity and quan-
tum physics. Optomechanical systems such as pendula,
in which gravity provides part of the restoring force, have
proven to be extremely versatile, with applications rang-
ing from the generation of squeezed light [1, 2], to laser
cooling of harmonic oscillators [3], to precision metrology
[4, 5], with mirror masses from the nanoscale [6] to the
kiloscale [7, 8]. Such macroscopic optomechanical sys-
tems have opened up the possibility of testing quantum-
gravity interaction models [9, 10].
The ultimate such system, often invoked as a gedanken
experiment, is when a mirror is solely suspended by ra-
diation pressure. Such levitating systems have been pro-
posed as a way to reduce noise and decoherence from un-
wanted coupling [11, 12]. As a low-dissipative and macro-
scopic optomechanical system, the levitating mirror has
been of renewed interest lately, with a tripod [13] and a
double Fabry-Pe´rot cavity [14] both recently proposed as
possible systems. Mirrors and nano-particles supported
by optical tweezers (with gravity neglected) have been
analysed quantum mechanically [15–17] However, there
has not yet been a full quantum optomechanical analy-
sis of a levitating mirror for which gravity and radiation
pressure are the only restoring forces.
In this paper, we derive the quantum theory for a
one dimensional levitating mirror and examine its stabil-
ity and dynamics in an experimentally relevant regime.
We find significant damping of the mirror is required to
achieve stability and strong entanglement is generated
between the mirror and the driving field.
Hamiltonian of the system—Let us consider a one di-
mensional Hamiltonian for a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity where
the lower mirror is stationary and the upper mirror
(henceforth, referred to as the mirror) is free to move
along the cavity axis. We will couple a laser into the cav-
ity which will support the mirror by radiation pressure
alone. qˆ and pˆ are the position and momentum opera-
tors of the mirror, measured from a resting length L (see
Fig. 1) and Ω̂c(qˆ) =
jpic
L−qˆ is the position dependent reso-
nant frequency of the cavity, with j labeling the jth mode
of the cavity to which the laser is coupled. aˆ and aˆ† are
the annihilation and creation operators of the intracav-
ity mode with the commutation relation
[
aˆ, aˆ†
]
= 1 and
[qˆ, pˆ] = i~. In the rotating frame of the laser frequency
ΩL, the Hamiltonian is
H =
pˆ2
2m
−mgqˆ + ~
(
Ω̂c(qˆ)− ΩL
)
aˆ†aˆ. (1)
We use input-output theory to probe the behaviour of
Figure 1: A visual representation of the system. The
bottom mirror is fixed and forms a cavity with the free
floating mirror above. We show the case of blue
detuning where ∆ < 0. The red detuned case is
unstable. See text for definition of the symbols.
the system. To model the coupling of the laser into the
cavity and the interaction of the system with the envi-
ronment, we will assume that the cavity and the mirror
are individually coupled to Markovian baths with the ro-
tating wave approximation [18]. The mirror has perfect
reflectivity while the lower stationary mirror is the input-
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2output port to which the laser is coupled. This leads to
the operator equations of motion [18, 19] for the cavity
and the mirror
˙ˆa = −
[κ
2
+ i
(
Ω̂c(qˆ))− ΩL
)]
aˆ+
√
κaˆin (2)
˙ˆq =
pˆ
m
− Γ
2
qˆ +
√
Γqˆin (3)
˙ˆp = mg − ~Ω̂
2
c(qˆ)
jpic
aˆ†aˆ− Γ
2
pˆ+
√
Γpˆin, (4)
where pˆin is the input momentum, qˆin is the input dis-
placement and Γ is the damping due to the mirror’s bath.
aˆin is the input due to the cavity’s bath and the κ is the
damping rate due to the cavity’s bath. We assume the
cavity damping κ is due solely to the reflectivity of the
fixed, lower mirror while the mirror damping Γ is due to
radiative damping.
We will assume that these operators Ô can be writ-
ten as Ô = OSS + δÔ composed of a steady-state so-
lution
〈
Ô
〉
= OSS and a fluctuating component, δÔ,
that is small,
〈
δÔδÔ
〉
 Ô2SS, and has zero expecta-
tion,
〈
δÔ
〉
= 0. To derive semi-classical steady-state
equations, we take the expectation value of the equations
and set
〈
˙ˆa
〉
=
〈
˙ˆq
〉
=
〈
˙ˆp
〉
= 0. We will also require that
qin,SS = pin,SS = 0 as there is no coherent force on the
mirror. In contrast aˆin,SS is non-zero as the bath input
is a coherent laser beam that provides the power to levi-
tate the mirror. Defining the steady-state cavity number
[20] Nc ≡
〈
aˆ†aˆ
〉 ≈ 〈aˆ†〉 〈aˆ〉 and the input photon rate
Nin =
〈
aˆ†inaˆin
〉
≈
〈
aˆ†in
〉
〈aˆin〉, we find that there are two
steady-state solutions, q1, Nc,1 and q2, Nc,2.
We may define N˜in ≡ Nin/mg such that the steady-
state qi and N˜c,i can be written as qi = qi(N˜in,ΩL, j, L, κ)
and N˜c,i = N˜c,i(N˜in,ΩL, j, L, κ).
Conditions of parameters and detuning—As the laser
enters the cavity it should couple with the mode j with
the closest frequency or smallest ‘detuning’ ∆ ≡ jpicL−q −
ΩL. We will thus approximate j = Round
(
LΩL
pic
)
. In par-
ticular, to ensure that we are really only addressing one
mode, we require that ∆  picL−q , which means that the
detuning is small with respect to the frequency spacing
pic
L−q between the modes in the cavity. Furthermore, the
damping rate κ for a good cavity must be much smaller
than the frequencies in play such as ΩL and Ωc, therefore,
we also require that κΩL  1.
In optomechanical systems the detuning can either
‘cool’ or ‘heat’ the oscillator. Downward phonon (mir-
ror excitons) number transitions are enhanced when you
have red detuning (∆ > 0) while for blue detuning
(∆ < 0) upward transitions are enhanced [18]. The cool-
ing from red detuning is a problem for our floating mirror,
as it can continue to lose energy by falling lower. This
suggests that only blue detuned solutions with sufficient
damping on the mirror can be stable. Given the impor-
tance of the detuning, we need to determine the detuning
of the two steady-state solutions. To do this, we need to
have reasonable estimates of the steady state parameters.
Let us consider the simplest case of a black object that
is levitated by a laser which must be supported by laser
power P = ~NinΩL = mgc [21]. This gives us a rough
idea of how large Nin should be and suggests defining a
dimensionless power P˜ = Pmgc =
~N˜inΩL
c . With this def-
inition we can show that the parameter dependence of
the detuning is ∆ = ∆(P˜ ,ΩL, L, κ). If we set P ≈ mgc
and assume the conditions specified above we find that
∆1 < 0 and ∆2 > 0, that is, the first solution is blue
detuned while the second is red detuned.[22] Later we
will vary P , but the conclusions about the detuning of
steady-state solutions will still hold.
In our system, the mirror can be said to be floating
on a ‘bed’ of photons that act like a spring. The mirror
is not naturally a harmonic oscillator; only the pertur-
bations of the mirror around the steady state act like a
harmonic oscillator. Recalling our previous definition for
the linearisation Ô =
〈
Ô
〉
+ δÔ, for small variations of
pˆ, qˆ, aˆ and aˆ†, we define
δqˆ =
√
~
2mΩM
(
δbˆ+ δbˆ†
)
, (5)
δpˆ = i
√
~mΩM
2
(
δbˆ† − δbˆ
)
, (6)
the mirror frequency Ω2M =
2~Ω3cNc
m(jpic)2 and the coupling
strength gC =
Ω2c
jpic
√
~
2mΩM
α. Assuming that α is real
(which is an arbitrary choice of phase reference), our lin-
earised Hamiltonian is
δH = ~∆δaˆ†δaˆ+~ΩMδbˆ†δbˆ+~gC
(
δaˆ+ δaˆ†
) (
δbˆ+ δbˆ†
)
.
(7)
The perturbations of the mirror (δbˆ) acts like a harmonic
mechanical oscillator with a frequency ΩM that couples
to the perturbations of the intra-cavity field (δaˆ) with
coupling strength gC . Equation (7) has the exact same
form as a standard linearised optomechanical Hamilto-
nian. However, in contrast to standard optomechanical
systems where the Hamiltonian parameters are indepen-
dent and freely variable, the frequency for the mirror
oscillator ΩM and the coupling gC is dependent on the
steady state solutions.
Dropping the δs for clarity of notation, the linearised
equations of motion are
d
dt

bˆ
bˆ†
aˆ
aˆ†
 = A

bˆ
bˆ†
aˆ
aˆ†
+

√
Γbˆin√
Γbˆ†in√
κaˆin√
κaˆ†in
 , (8)
3where
A =

−Γ2 − iΩM 0 −igC −igC
0 −Γ2 + iΩM igC igC−igC −igC −κ2 − i∆ 0
igC igC 0 −κ2 + i∆
 .
(9)
In contrast to the steady state solutions, quantities
in the linearised fluctuation theory have slightly dif-
ferent parameter dependence. The detuning is ∆ =
∆(P˜ ,ΩL, L, κ), but the mechanical frequency and cou-
pling have additional dependence on g: ΩM =
ΩM (P˜ ,ΩL, L, κ, g) and gC = gC(P˜ ,ΩL, L, κ, g). While
we do not indicate dependence on c and ~, those being
constants of nature, we do indicate a dependence on g
as this might be a parameter that could be changed by
accelerating the system or locating it at different heights.
Parameters—As we will be considering a table top
experiment, for this paper we will set L = 5 cm, g =
9.81 ms−2, c = 3× 108 ms−1, λL = 1050 nm. The sim-
plest parameter for the experimentalist to change is the
laser power which is encapsulated by changes in P˜ . This
has the added advantage of also visualising changes in
the mass, as the steady state solutions are a function of
P˜ and not mass or laser power alone.
Stability—Being blue detuned does not ensure that
the linearised equations are stable oscillations around the
steady state. Therefore, we impose the condition that the
real parts of the eigenvalues of A are less than or equal
to zero. This prevents the linearised solutions from ex-
ponential growth in time. With this criteria, we find,
in agreement with our previous discussion, that the red
detuned solution is always unstable while for sufficient
damping in κ and Γ we can find a stable blue detuned
solution (see Fig. 2). We also note that we must have
damping in both κ and Γ for a stable solution to exist.
While we can control κ by adjusting the reflectivity, we
do not have a similarly straightforward method for tun-
ing the mirror radiative damping. In principle radiative
damping could be controlled by the physical properties
of the mirror or by introducing a second cavity above
the floating mirror to enhance radiation at particular fre-
quencies. For stability reasons, unless otherwise stated,
we now only consider the blue detuned solution and we
will set κ = 1.35× 107 rad s−1 and Γ = 1× 104 rad s−1.
Frequency space solution to linearised equations of mo-
tion—We want to find a solution to Eq. (8) in the fre-
quency domain. Note that we are using Fourier trans-
forms of the conjugate, aˆ†(ω) instead of conjugates of
the Fourier transform, aˆ(ω)†. The two definitions are
related by aˆ†(ω) = a(−ω)†. With these definitions the
solution to the equations of motion in frequency space are(
bˆ, bˆ†, aˆ, aˆ†
)
= T
(√
Γbˆin,
√
Γbˆ†in,
√
κaˆin,
√
κaˆ†in
)
where
T = (−iωI −A)−1.
The input-output relations [18, 19] are aˆout(ω) =
aˆin(ω) −
√
κaˆ(ω) and bˆout(ω) = bˆin(ω) −
√
Γbˆ(ω).
Figure 2: Stability analysis with varying κ and Γ. Light
grey indicates stable regions while dark grey indicates
unstable regions. Parameters are: P˜ = 0.0017, L = 5 cm
and λL = 1050 nm.
These relate input and system operators to measur-
able output operators. From these we define the
position and momentum frequency quadratures to be
Q̂aˆout(ω) =
1√
2
(
aˆout(ω) + aˆ
†
out(ω)
)
and P̂aˆout(ω) =
−i√
2
(
aˆout(ω)− aˆ†out(ω)
)
respectively. We also define the
quadratures in a similar way for bˆout.
Covariance matrix—It is known that Hamiltonians
that are bilinear in creation and annihilation operators
preserve and create Gaussian states [23, 24]. Gaussian
states are quantum states that are described by Gaus-
sian Wigner functions which are fully characterised by
their covariance matrices. As our linearised Hamiltonian
is bilinear in operators, we will characterise our system
using covariance matrices. Covariance matrices are usu-
ally defined from the quadrature operators, however the
frequency quadratures that we have used so far are only
Hermitian when there is zero detuning. In the presence
of detuning they are not directly measurable as they are
not Hermitian. If we use homodyne detection, what we
measure is the time domain quadratures Q̂iout(t) and
P̂iout(t) where i, j, . . . ∈ {a, b} indicate the mode. For
this section we will suppress the out subscript for legi-
bility. To get the proper frequency quadratures, we mix-
down the time domain quadratures with a cosine [25]
to get the symmetric, Hermitian quadrature Q̂Ci (ω) =√
2
pi
∫
dt cos(ωt)√
2
Q̂i(t) =
1√
2
(
Q̂i(ω) + Q̂i(−ω)
)
and the
accompanying sine mix-down gives the antisymmetric,
Hermitian quadrature, Q̂Si (ω) =
−i√
2
(
Q̂i(ω)− Q̂i(−ω)
)
,
with similar expressions for the momentum quadratures.
To simplify notation, we define the vector of quadratures
R̂i(ω) =
(
Q̂Cb , P̂
C
b , Q̂
S
b , P̂
S
b , Q̂
C
a , P̂
C
a , Q̂
S
a , P̂
S
a
)
from which
4we define the real and symmetric covariance matrix
σij(ω) =
1
2
〈
R̂iR̂j + R̂jR̂i
〉
−
〈
R̂i
〉〈
R̂j
〉
. (10)
Because the matrix is symmetric, the general form of the
covariance matrix is given by,
σ =
(
σb σupper
σTupper σa
)
, (11)
where σb and σa are symmetric submatrices of the mir-
ror and cavity respectively; their cross-correlations are
given by σupper [26]. For a given ω and steady state pa-
rameters, the submatrices σa and σb have off-diagonal
terms. These off-diagonal terms indicate coupling be-
tween the symmetric and antisymmetric (cosine and sine)
side-bands. While it is difficult to derive a closed-form
expression, it can be shown that the two matrices can be
independently diagonalised leading to two independent
linear combinations of the symmetric and antisymmetric
side-bands.
Figure 3: A plot of the entropy of entanglement
between the output of the mirror and cavity at different
side-band frequencies ω with respect to the laser
frequency, as a function of dimensionless laser power, P˜ .
Note that below P˜ ≈ 0.0005 the steady state solution is
imaginary and unstable. Parameters are: L = 5 cm,
λL = 1050 nm, κ = 1.35× 107 rad s−1 and
Γ = 1× 104 rad s−1.
Entropy of entanglement—For a bipartite pure Gaus-
sian state, the Re´nyi-2 entropy of entanglement (Von
Neumann entropy) is defined as [24]
E2 (σa:b) = 1
2
log2 [det (2σa)] (12)
=
1
2
log2 [det (2σb)] . (13)
(a) 3D plot of the variance of Q̂
C/S
b .
(b) 3D plot of the variance of P̂
C/S
b .
Figure 4: 3D plots of the variance of mirror Q̂ and P̂
quadratures. Squeezing can be seen in the position
variance. Parameters as in Fig.3
This characterises the entanglement between the two sub-
systems, a and b. Given an input vacuum state, we can
calculate the entanglement between the output of the
mirror and cavity (See Fig. 3). At larger P˜ the cou-
pling strength decreases; this is manifested in the de-
creasing entanglement at larger P˜ . The location of the
peak entanglement is strongly affected by mirror dynam-
ics. While we have strong entanglement between the mir-
ror and the cavity, our simple theory does not provide for
an easy way to access the mirror output. This could be
remedied through additional interactions with the mir-
ror. Earlier we suggested that a second cavity could be
used to enhance mirror damping at certain frequencies,
such a system has been show to transfer the entanglement
between the cavity and mirror to entanglement between
two cavities [27]. We also note the result of Vanner et al.
where mechanical state tomography has been shown to
‘cool-by-measurement’ [28]. Thus, accessing the mechan-
ical state through additional interaction with the mirror
could be useful in both controlling mirror damping and
transfer of entanglement.
5Quadrature variances—Now let us consider the
quadrature variances of a and b. We do not need to con-
sider the cosine and sine quadratures separately, as the
variance of the cosine quadratures are the same as the
sine quadratures. As in the case of the entropy of entan-
glement plot, the central location of the peaks in Fig. 4
are determined by mirror dynamics. In Fig. 4, we can
see that the variance of Q̂b dip below
1
2 which indicates
squeezing. The maximum squeezing is seen at some lin-
ear combination of the cosine and sine quadratures and
given by the eigenvalues of σb. However, for our partic-
ular parameters, the detuning is small so while there is
some coupling between the cosine and sine quadratures,
there is less than 0.1% difference between our plots and
the maximum squeezing.
Conclusion—We have proposed a one dimensional op-
tomechanical system where an upper mirror is levitated
and supported alone by the radiation force from a cavity.
While the system has two steady-state solutions—a blue
and a red detuned steady state—the mirror is only stable
for the blue detuned steady-state with sufficient damp-
ing on the mirror and cavity. The unavoidable detuning
leads to coupling between the symmetric and antisym-
metric quadrature side-bands leading to the introduction
of an eight dimensional covariance matrix. With a vac-
uum input state, we find entanglement between the out-
put of the mirror and cavity and squeezing in the output
position of the mirror.
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6SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Steady-state solution
With our steady-state conditions, we find that the steady-state equations are,[
κ2
4
+ (Ωc(qSS)− ΩL)2
]
Nc = κNin (14)
pSS = 0 (15)
0 = mg − ~Ω
2
c(qSS)
jpic
Nc (16)
where OSS = 〈O〉. The two steady state solutions are,
q1 =
gm
[−4jcpiΩL + L (κ2 + 4Ω2L)]− 2√pi√cgmj [−cgjmpiκ2 +Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)]
gm (κ2 + 4Ω2L)
, (17)
Nc,1 =
−4cgmjpi (κ2 − 4Ω2L)+ 4κNin~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)+ 16√piΩL√cgmj [−cgmjpiκ2 +Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)]
~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)
(18)
and
q2 =
gm
[−4jcpiΩL + L (κ2 + 4Ω2L)]+ 2√pi√cgmj [−cgjmpiκ2 +Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)]
gm (κ2 + 4Ω2L)
, (19)
Nc,2 =
−4cgmjpi (κ2 − 4Ω2L)+ 4κNin~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)− 16√piΩL√cgmj [−cgmjpiκ2 +Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)]
~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)
. (20)
Detuning of the steady state solutions
We can express the detuning ∆ = Ωc − ΩL in terms of the steady state solutions,
∆1 =
2NinκΩL~−
√
pi
√
cgmj [−cgjmpiκ2 +Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)]
2cgmjpi − 2Ninκ~ (21)
∆2 =
2NinκΩL~+
√
pi
√
cgmj [−cgjmpiκ2 +Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)]
2cgmjpi − 2Ninκ~ . (22)
To determine which solution is blue or red detuned we need reasonable estimates of the system parameters. As was
argued in the main text we will need P˜ = ~NinΩLmgc . Together with j = Round
(
LΩL
pic
)
, we can see that the parameter
dependence of the detuning is ∆ = ∆(P˜ ,ΩL, L, κ). Thus, the denominator is approximately 2cgm
(
jpi − κΩL
)
; since
we require that κΩL  1, we know for any good cavity, the denominator is always positive. This means that only
the first solution can be blue detuned (∆ < 0). Using the same argument that we must have a good cavity, we can
approximate the numerator as
2NinκΩL~−
√
pi
√
cgmj [−cgjmpiκ2 +Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L)]
≈ 2NinκΩL~−
√
pi
√
cgmjNinκ~4Ω2L. (23)
Substituting our rough estimate of Nin, we find that
2NinκΩL~−
√
pi
√
cgmjNinκ~4Ω2L
= 2κmgc−mgc
√
pijκΩL (24)
and finally, we know that j > 0, j ∈ N so √pij > 1 and again, κΩL  1, so
√
ΩLκ  κ. This ensures that for a good
cavity we must have ∆1 < 0.
We thus conclude that we have two steady state solutions, one above the resonance point (blue detuned where
∆ < 0) and one below (red detuned where ∆ > 0).
7Quadratures
From the input-output relations, we have,
aout(ω) = ain(ω)−
√
κa(ω) (25)
bout(ω) = bin(ω)−
√
Γb(ω) (26)
From our solutions we have,
a = T31
√
Γbin + T32
√
Γb†in + T33
√
κain + T34
√
κa†in (27)
a† = T41
√
Γbin + T42
√
Γb†in + T43
√
κain + T44
√
κa†in (28)
b = T11
√
Γbin + T12
√
Γb†in + T13
√
κain + T14
√
κa†in (29)
b† = T21
√
Γbin + T22
√
Γb†in + T23
√
κain + T24
√
κa†in (30)
and our quadrature definition is X±a =
1√
2
(
a± a†) which gives us the quadrature for the cavity
X±aout =
1√
2
{
− (T31 ± T41)
√
κΓbin − (T32 ± T42)
√
κΓb†in − [κ (T33 ± T43)− 1] ain − [κ (T34 ± T44)∓ 1] a†in
}
, (31)
and the quadrature for the mirror
X±bout =
1√
2
{
− [Γ (T11 ± T21)− 1] bin − [Γ (T12 ± T22)∓ 1] b†in − (T13 ± T23)
√
κΓain − (T14 ± T24)
√
κΓa†in
}
. (32)
Let us change notation to keep track of the frequency dependence of our operators. Note that because X±(ω) =
a(ω)± a(−ω)† = ±X±(−ω)†. This motivates us to define the following functions,
B±aout(ω) = − (T31(ω)± T41(ω))
√
κΓ, (33)
±B±aout(−ω)∗ = − (T32(ω)± T42(ω))
√
κΓ, (34)
A±aout(ω) = − [κ (T33(ω)± T43(ω))− 1] , (35)
±A±aout(−ω)∗ = − [κ (T34(ω)± T44(ω))∓ 1] , (36)
B±bout(ω) = − [Γ (T11 ± T21)− 1] , (37)
±B±bout(−ω)∗ = − [Γ (T12 ± T22)∓ 1] , (38)
A±bout(ω) = −
√
κΓ (T13(ω)± T23(ω)) , (39)
±A±bout(−ω)∗ = −
√
κΓ (T14(ω)± T24(ω)) . (40)
The quadratures may now be defined as
X±aout =
1√
2
{
B±aout(ω)bin(ω)±B±aout(−ω)∗bin(−ω)† +A±aout(ω)ain(ω)±A±aout(−ω)∗ain(−ω)†
}
, (41a)
X±bout =
1√
2
{
B±bout(ω)bin(ω)±B±bout(−ω)∗bin(−ω)† +A±bout(ω)ain(ω)±A±bout(−ω)∗ain(−ω)†
}
. (41b)
Let us introduce the notation Xαiout , where α, β, . . . ∈ {+,−} indicate + or − and let i, j, . . . ∈ {a, b} indicate the
mode. Then we can combine the above equations into
Xαiout =
1√
2
{
Bαiout(ω)bin(ω) + αB
α
iout(−ω)∗bin(−ω)† +Aαiout(ω)ain(ω) + αAαiout(−ω)∗ain(−ω)†
}
. (42)
Covariance Matrix
In this section we will list the matrix elements of the covariance matrix, but it will be useful to first examine the
submatrices. The submatrix for b
σb =
〈
0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

QCb Q
C
b
1
2
(
QCb P
C
b + P
C
b Q
C
b
)
1
2
(
QCb Q
S
b +Q
S
bQ
C
b
)
1
2
(
QCb P
S
b + P
S
b Q
C
b
)
PCb P
C
b
1
2
(
PCb Q
S
b +Q
S
b P
C
b
)
1
2
(
PCb P
S
b + P
S
b P
C
b
)
QSbQ
S
b
1
2
(
QSb P
S
b + P
S
b Q
S
b
)
PSb P
S
b

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 0
〉
, (43)
8while the submatrix for a is,
σa =
〈
0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

QCa Q
C
a
1
2
(
QCa P
C
a + P
C
a Q
C
a
)
1
2
(
QCa Q
S
a +Q
S
aQ
C
a
)
1
2
(
QCa P
S
a + P
S
a Q
C
a
)
PCa P
C
a
1
2
(
PCa Q
S
a +Q
S
aP
C
a
)
1
2
(
PCa P
S
a + P
S
a P
C
a
)
QSaQ
S
a
1
2
(
QSaP
S
a + P
S
a Q
S
a
)
PSa P
S
a

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 0
〉
. (44)
The upper right matrix is
σupper =
1
2
〈
0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

QCb Q
C
a +Q
C
a Q
C
b Q
C
b P
C
a + P
C
a Q
C
b Q
C
b Q
S
a +Q
S
aQ
C
b Q
C
b P
S
a + P
S
a Q
C
b
PCb Q
C
a +Q
C
a P
C
b P
C
b P
C
a + P
C
a P
C
b P
C
b Q
S
a +Q
S
aP
C
b P
C
b P
S
a + P
S
a P
C
b
QSbQ
C
a +Q
C
a Q
S
b Q
S
b P
C
a + P
C
a Q
S
b Q
S
bQ
S
a +Q
S
aQ
S
b Q
S
b P
S
a + P
S
a Q
S
b
PSb Q
C
a +Q
C
a P
S
b P
S
b P
C
a + P
C
a P
S
b P
S
b Q
S
a +Q
S
aP
S
b P
S
b P
S
a + P
S
a P
S
b

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 0
〉
. (45)
To calculate these matrix elements, it is useful to introduce an intermediate expression for the cosine
Xα,Ci (ω) =
√
2
pi
∫
dt
cos (ωt)√
2
Xαi (t)
=
1√
2
(Xαi (ω) +X
α
i (−ω)) , (46)
and sine quadrature,
Xα,Si (ω) =
√
2
pi
∫
dt
sin (ωt)√
2
Xαi (t)
=
−i√
2
(Xαi (ω)−Xαi (−ω)) . (47)
Which can be combined into one expression,
Xα,ℵi (ω) =
1√
2
(ℵXαi (ω) +Xαi (−ω)) , (48)
where ℵ = ±1, Xα,Ci = Xα,+i and Xα,Si = iXα,−i . The conversion to the quadratures used in the main text are as
follows.
QCi (ω) =
1√
2
(
X+i (ω) +X
+
i (−ω)
)
, (49)
PCi (ω) =
1√
2
(−iX−i (ω) + (−i)X−i (−ω))
=
−i√
2
(
X−i (ω) +X
−
i (−ω)
)
, (50)
QSi (ω) =
−i√
2
(
X+i (ω)−X+i (−ω)
)
, (51)
PSi (ω) =
−i√
2
(−iX−i (ω)− (−i)X−i (−ω))
=
−1√
2
(
X−i (ω)−X−i (−ω)
)
. (52)
With this definition the matrix elements are—modulo factors of −i—composed of,
1
2
〈
Xα,ℵiout(ω)X
β,i
jout
(ω) +Xβ,ijout(ω)X
α,ℵ
iout
(ω)
〉
(53)
=
1
2
i
1
2
〈
Xαiout(ω)X
β
jout
(−ω) +Xβjout(ω)Xαiout(−ω)
〉
+ i 12
〈
Xαiout(−ω)Xβjout(ω) +Xβjout(−ω)Xαiout(ω)
〉
, ℵ = i
i 12
〈
−Xαiout(ω)Xβjout(−ω) +Xβjout(ω)Xαiout(−ω)
〉
+ i 12
〈
Xαiout(−ω)Xβjout(ω)−Xβjout(−ω)Xαiout(ω)
〉
, ℵ = −i
.
(54)
9We can now calculate the expectation, where we find that,
1
2
〈
Xαiout(ω)X
β
jout
(−ω) +Xβjout(ω)Xαiout(−ω)
〉
=
1
2
β<
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ +Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
δ(0), α = β
iβ=
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ +Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
δ(0), α = −β
,
(55)
1
2
〈
Xαiout(ω)X
β
jout
(−ω)−Xβjout(ω)Xαiout(−ω)
〉
=
1
2
iβ=
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ +Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
δ(0), α = β
β<
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ +Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
δ(0), α = −β
.
(56)
This then gives us,
1
2
〈
Xα,ℵiout(ω)X
β,i
jout
(ω) +Xβ,ijout(ω)X
α,ℵ
iout
(ω)
〉
=
1
4

{
βi<
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ +Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
+ (ω → −ω)
}
δ(0), α = β,ℵ = i{
iβi=
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ +Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
+ (ω → −ω)
}
δ(0), α = −β,ℵ = i{
−iβi=
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ +Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
− (ω → −ω)
}
δ(0), α = β,ℵ = −i{
−βi<
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ +Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
− (ω → −ω)
}
δ(0), α = −β,ℵ = −i
. (57)
(ω → −ω) is taken to mean the previous term with ω replaced with −ω. If we restore the factors of i in our covariance
matrices we find the following expressions for the matrix elements.
1
2
〈
QCiout(ω)Q
C
jout(ω) +Q
C
jout(ω)Q
C
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
2
〈
QSiout(ω)Q
S
jout(ω) +Q
S
jout(ω)Q
S
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{<[B+iout(ω)B+jout(ω)∗ +A+iout(ω)A+jout(ω)∗]+ (ω → −ω)} δ(0) (58)
1
2
〈
QCiout(ω)Q
S
jout(ω) +Q
S
jout(ω)Q
C
iout(ω)
〉
= −1
2
〈
QSiout(ω)Q
C
jout(ω) +Q
C
jout(ω)Q
S
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{−=[B+iout(ω)B+jout(ω)∗ +A+iout(ω)A+jout(ω)∗]− (ω → −ω)} δ(0) (59)
1
2
〈
PCiout(ω)P
C
jout(ω) + P
C
jout(ω)P
C
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
2
〈
PSiout(ω)P
S
jout(ω) + P
S
jout(ω)P
S
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{<[B−iout(ω)B−jout(ω)∗ +A−iout(ω)A−jout(ω)∗]+ (ω → −ω)} δ(0) (60)
1
2
〈
PCiout(ω)P
S
jout(ω) + P
S
jout(ω)P
C
iout(ω)
〉
= −1
2
〈
PSiout(ω)P
C
jout(ω) + P
C
jout(ω)P
S
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{−=[B−iout(ω)B−jout(ω)∗ +A−iout(ω)A−jout(ω)∗]− (ω → −ω)} δ(0) (61)
1
2
〈
QCiout(ω)P
C
jout(ω) + P
C
jout(ω)Q
C
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
2
〈
QSiout(ω)P
S
jout(ω) + P
S
jout(ω)Q
S
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{−=[B+iout(ω)B−jout(ω)∗ +A+iout(ω)A−jout(ω)∗]+ (ω → −ω)} δ(0) (62)
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1
2
〈
QCiout(ω)P
S
jout(ω) + P
S
jout(ω)Q
C
iout(ω)
〉
= −1
2
〈
QSiout(ω)P
C
jout(ω) + P
C
jout(ω)Q
S
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{−<[B+iout(ω)B−jout(ω)∗ +A+iout(ω)A−jout(ω)∗]− (ω → −ω)} δ(0) (63)
1
2
〈
PCiout(ω)Q
C
jout(ω) +Q
C
jout(ω)P
C
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
2
〈
PSiout(ω)Q
S
jout(ω) +Q
S
jout(ω)P
S
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{=[B−iout(ω)B+jout(ω)∗ +A−iout(ω)A+jout(ω)∗]+ (ω → −ω)} δ(0) (64)
1
2
〈
PCiout(ω)Q
S
jout(ω) +Q
S
jout(ω)P
C
iout(ω)
〉
= −1
2
〈
PSiout(ω)Q
C
jout(ω) +Q
C
jout(ω)P
S
iout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{<[B−iout(ω)B+jout(ω)∗ +A−iout(ω)A+jout(ω)∗]− (ω → −ω)} δ(0) (65)
